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Welcome to MSL 3.x - Stream Packaging

This guide provides an overview of Media Service Live (MSL) Stream Packaging and details its setup and
use. It's intended for customers who are provisioning the service for use with their web properties.

MSL Stream Packaging supports ingress streams in RTMP format, and allows for egress streams using
either Adobe HTTP Dynamic Streaming (HDS) output or Apple HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) output.

Note: Akamai no longer supports HD Flash 1.0 (HDN1). If you still have HDN1
configurations in place, reach out to your account representative for help.
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Set up your configuration and streams

You use Akamai Control Center to set up a Media Services Live (MSL) Stream Packaging configuration of
universal settings, and then create streams to associated with the configuration.

Note: Ingest for Stream Packaging delivery platform is supported over the RTMP
protocol. This protocol can use port 80 or port 1935. You should use RTMP directly
over port 80 or port 1935.

MSL Stream Packaging and DEEM
MSL Stream Packaging supports Dynamic Entrypoint to Encoder Mapping (DEEM). DEEM can dynamically
reassign an entry point in the rare event of a failure or performance issue–without any manual intervention.
So, if there's ever an issue with an entry point during a live event, your stream is automatically remapped to
a new one, significantly limiting the amount of time the live stream is impacted.

Create a Live Configuration
Before you create new streams, create at least one stream packaging configuration. This sets up the
parameters for the streams, such as the Akamai Content Provider (CP) code—used for billing and reporting
data—and a hostname.

Before you begin
Review these points before you create a live configuration.

• You can create as many configurations as you have CP codes available. This lets you
customize how you want to receive reports data and get billed for your streams.

• NetStorage is used with MSL Stream Packaging as your stream archive’s storage location. So,
you also need a NetStorage CP code set up and dedicated for use with MSL. Talk to your account
representative for assistance with this.

Let's get started

1. Log in to Control Center.

2. Select  > Media > Other Media Services > Legacy Media Services Live.

3. Select Stream Packaging from the drop-down menu.

4. Select Live Configurations  from the entity selector.

5. Click + Add Configuration.

The Add Live Configuration wizard launches.

What's next?
You use the wizard to create your configuration, beginning with Basic Settings.
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Basic Settings (for the configuration)
The first phase in the process requires that you apply some generic settings for the configuration.

This window offers these settings:

Option R
e
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d
?

Description

Contract Y
e
s

Select a contract ID tied to your account. If you only have a single account, you'll
only see one entry here. Talk to your account representative ("rep") if you have
more than one account and aren't sure which account to choose.

Reporting
CP Code

Y
e
s

A Content Provider (CP) code is used to track web traffic handled by Akamai
servers, and generate both reporting and billing data. It's supplied to you when you
purchase a product, and you need it to activate any associated properties. You can
work with the account rep to generate additional CP codes, typically to implement
more detailed billing and reporting functions and assign to custom properties.

CP codes are tied to a specific Contract ID, so any available CP codes are filtered
based on the Contract you've selected.

Configurati
on Name

Y
e
s

Enter a unique name to label this configuration.

Hostname Y
e
s

Enter the hostname you want to prefix the delivery URL for streams associated
with this configuration. A hostname can consist of up to 16 alphanumeric or
underscore characters ('_').

Important: The hostname can't start with an underscore.

Additional
Digital
Properties

N
o

Enter comma-separated additional digital properties to use. A digital property
included here could be used as a hostname for stream packaged Live Content
playback. In your DNS record, CNAME the full Hostname set in this configuration
(<Hostname>-lh.akamaihd.net) to the digital properties you add here.

You can add up to 10 digital properties. If you need more, contact your Account
Representative.

Archive/
NetStorage
CP Code

Y
e
s

MSL Stream Packaging uses NetStorage to store archives of your live streams.
You need to set up a Storage Group in NetStorage. When you do, you assign a CP
code for use, and it serves as the root directory name.

You can do one of two things here:
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• Choose Existing. Select this and pick the CP code that represents an
existing NetStorage storage group. This applies if you've already set up the
storage group.

• Choose New. When setting up your Akamai environment, you may have
had additional CP codes granted to you. Select this, select an available CP
code, and use it to create the storage group later.

See the NetStorage documentation for instructions on creating a storage group, or
contact your account rep for assistance.

Target
Audience
Location

Y
e
s

Select the location that best matches the geographic area of most of your end
users. This will also serve as the location MSL stores your archives in NetStorage.

Format
Selection

Y
e
s

Set the formats to be used for ingest content as well as for delivery.

• RTMP. This is the fixed ingest format for MSL Stream Packaging. Your
encoder must send ingest content to Akamai in this format.

• HD FLASH 1.0. This is a legacy format and is no longer supported for use
with new streams. (So, it is grayed-out.)

• HDS/HLS. Select these to have your live streams delivered as Adobe HTTP
Dynamic Streaming (HDS) or Apple HTTP Live Streaming (HLS),
respectively. You can select one or both of these formats for a single
configuration.

Security
Selection

N
o

You can apply security services by selecting Enable Media Security Policy. You
then need to select the applicable Media Security Policy from the Default Policy
drop-down.

You need a security policy

A Media Security Policy ("security policy") controls the enforcement of various
security services you can use to protect your MSL Stream Packaging content. You
need to use the Media Security Policy (MSP) application to create a security policy.
You can use these MSP services to protect your content:

• Token Authorization. This protection authorizes the end user and prevents
link sharing and/or player hijacking.

• Media Encryption.
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Description

• Content Targeting. This protection uses selected client IP addresses and
domains to limit access to your content.

Note: MSP offers other services for a security policy, but they
aren't supported for use with MSL HLS, HDS, and DASH Ingest
content.

Once you create a security policy, it will be available for selection in the Default
Policy menu.

Edge
Hostname
Map

Y
e
s

Akamai maintains "edge hostname maps" that represent networks in specific
geographic regions around the world. Select the map that best represents the
geography where your stream viewers are located. You may need to work with
your account representative to determine the appropriate map.

What's next?
Click Next to move on to the next phase of the wizard, Advanced Settings on page 7.

Advanced Settings
Here, you can apply various advanced settings for the configuration.

Advanced settings for HDS
If you've selected HDS as a delivery format, you can set Segment/Fragment Duration options.

 

 

• KeyFrame Interval Based. Enter the number of key frames to include in an HDS fragment. If you
select this, Akamai sets the fragment duration based on the incoming key frame interval.

• Time Based . Enter the fragment duration. This value should be equal to, or a multiple of, your group
of pictures (GOP) interval. The default value is six seconds, which would work for one-, two-, three-,
and six-second GOP sizes. If your interval differs from these values, set the appropriate value in this
field. Setting this value incorrectly could cause undesirable bit rate switch downs in HDCore versions
lower than 2.8.
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Advanced settings for HLS
If you've selected HLS as a delivery format, you can set these advanced options.

 

 

Option Description

Segment/Fragment
Duration

This displays the segment sizes that are supported for use with HLS-
format output. You can't define HLS segment duration when setting up
the configuration, and a default segment size of 10 seconds is set for
output content.

However, you can set segment size on a per-stream basis by appending
the set-akamai-hls-revision& query string to the playback URL
for your content. See The set-akamai-hls-revision query string on page
40 for details.

Extract Audio-Only Stream Select this if you want MSL to automatically extract an audio-only
stream from your lowest published bit rate. If you also provide an audio-
only stream, that stream will take precedence. MSL will not extract an
audio-only stream from the lowest published bit rate.

Thumbnail/Artwork
Insertion for Audio-Only
Stream

Select this if you want to display an image when the audio-only stream
is played. The following apply to the use of thumbnail images:Use the
Insert Image section to define specifics:

• The image is applied for both an audio-only stream you provide,
or one that is extracted from the lowest published bit rate (if you
enabled Extract Audio-Only Stream).
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Option Description

• An audio-only stream must be packaged in an AAC/ADTS
container.

• Only .jpg and .png format files that are 40 kb or less are
supported.

Use the Origin Type options to configure the location of the image to be
used.

• Akamai NetStorage. Select Select New Image and enter a
NetStorage path to the image, or click Choose File to navigate
to the path.

• Customer Origin Select this to use your own origin. Enter the
full path to the image on your origin in the Image Path field. You
can use full URL paths that begin with HTTPS.

Additional Settings
You can optionally activate the configuration on either of the two Akamai networks. Click the Activate on
Staging/Production slider and select the network you want:

 

 

• Staging. This activates the configuration on the staging Control Center network so you can test it.

• Production. This activates the configuration on the production version of Control Center. Only do
this if you're ready to go live with the configuration.

You can optionally input any Change Notes. The typical use case for this field is to input any changes you
may have made to the configuration—if you edited an existing live configuration. But, you can use this field
however you like.

Activation considerations

Activation on an Akamai network is optional at this stage. You can leave Activate on Staging/Production
slider disabled and continue to the next phase to just save the live configuration. (You can come back later
to activate it as necessary.) Before you activate consider these points:

• You can't edit a live configuration once you activate it on either network. So, don't activate until
you're sure you're ready to go. However, you can create a new version from an activated
configuration, edit that as necessary, and apply your streams to it.
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• Staging hostnames are added automatically for all akamaihd.net domains to test
configurations on the staging network. For example, if your akamaihd hostname is example-
lh.akamaihd.net, your staging hostname will be example-lh.akamaihd-staging.net

• The Hostname and Archive/NetStorage CP Code are activated separately from each other and
from the other settings in the live configuration. These settings are not activated on staging, only
on production. You can't test these settings on Staging.

• If you're using any of the NetStorage-related features, ensure they're properly set up before
you activate on production. This applies to the Archive/NetStorage CP Code (Basic Settings) and
Thumbnail/Artwork Insertion for Audio-Only Stream (here in Advanced Settings). They require
that you have a storage group destination for their contents set up in NetStorage beforehand.

What's next?
Click Next to move on to the final phase of the wizard and review your configuration settings.

Review (the configuration)
Finally, you need to review your configuration’s settings and save.

1. Review the live configuration information for accuracy.

2. Click any of the list items in the left panel to return to that phase of the wizard to edit. Click  to
return to the review.

3. Click Submit to enter your live configuration in the system.
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Manage existing configurations
You can access your existing live configurations and interact with them.
 

 

First, let's open the specific configuration for viewing
Before you can manage a specific live configuration, you need to find it in the table and open it.

1. Select Live Configurations  from the entity selector.

2. Use the Filter Configs field to filter based on Config Name or CP Code.

3. Click the configuration to view its settings.

Can I edit a live configuration?
If you haven't activated it on either the Production or Staging networks—you left it at "Save without
activating" during creation—you can edit its settings. With a live configuration open for viewing, click Edit.

If you have activated it, you can't edit its settings. But, you can create a new version from an activated
configuration, modify that as necessary, and apply your streams to it. You can also change the active
network—from Staging to Production, or Production back to Staging.
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Review your archive storage group in NetStorage
If you've set up a storage group in NetStorage to house your live stream archives, you can directly access it
from your live configuration. With a live configuration open for viewing, click the CP code link displayed in
the Archive/NetStorage CP Code..

 

 

The NetStorage app launches, filtered specifically to this storage group. For details on the use of the
NetStorage app, see its documentation.

Create a new version of an activated configuration
Once you activate a configuration on Staging or Production, you can't edit it. You need to create a new
version of it to apply new settings. This is typically only necessary if the metadata template used for your
configuration has been changed. However, you may just need to make changes.

1. With a live configuration open for viewing, click Edit. The ellipsis "…" menu is added to the Actions
column.

2. Click "…" and select Create from this version.

This launches the same wizard used to create a new live configuration, but all of the settings from the
previous version are pre-applied. Modify settings as necessary.

Note:

• This method locks various Basic Settings. This is because you're reusing the
existing configuration and just creating a new version of it. If you need to
change any of these locked settings, you'll need to create a new live
configuration and apply your streams to it, instead.

• Metadata template changes that would require versioning are announced on
the Control Center home page.
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Change activation networks
Once you've activated a configuration on one of the two Akamai networks, you can change between them.

1. With a live configuration open for viewing, click Edit. The ellipsis "…" menu is added to the Actions
column.

2. Click "…" and select the Submit to <network> option:

• Submit to Production. You'll see this if your configuration is in Staging. Select this to
promote your configurations Production to "go live."

• Submit to Staging. This appears if the configuration is already activated on the production
network. This moves your configuration to the staging network for testing.

Note: Consider these points before switching networks:

• Ensure you're ready to go live before you "Submit to Production." You
should test your configuration on Staging before you go live.

• Be careful switching from Production to Staging. Changing from Production
to Staging will disrupt any active streams that are controlled by the
configuration.

Create an ingest stream
Here's how you add an ingest stream to a live configuration.

Before you begin
You need at least one live configuration set up so you can add the ingest stream to it. You'll need its Config
Name or the CP Code assigned to it.

Let's get started

1. Log in to Control Center.

2. Select  > Media > Other Media Services > Legacy Media Services Live.

3. Select Stream Packaging from the drop-down menu.

4. Select Live configurations  from the entity selector.

5. In the Filter Configs field, enter the Config Name or CP Code assigned to the live configuration you
want to manage your stream.

6. Click  in the Actions column and select Add Stream.

The Add Stream wizard launches.

What's next?
You use the wizard to create your configuration, beginning with Basic Settings.
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Basic Settings (for the stream)
In the first phase of the process, you apply basic settings for your stream.
 

 

Configure these options here:

Option Description

Stream Name Type a name for your stream. Your stream name can be up to 20
characters in length and can include alphanumeric characters and
underscores ( _ ).

Media Services Live Ingest
Configurations

Select the live configuration you want to use to manage this stream.
You'll only see live configurations you've already created and
activated on the Production network in this list.

Note: If you've converted to a live configuration to an
Advanced Configuration, it will also be revealed.

Event Stream Enable this slider to specify whether to have this stream trigger as
an event, that you configure using Event Center. An event for MSL is
an combination of streams you package together to ease tracking
and reporting. An event can contain streams of a single type (HDS
or HLS), or you can combine them.

Stream End Date Optionally select a date when your streaming event will end.

Contact Details From the Primary Contact and Secondary Contact menus, select the
people Akamai should contact regarding entrypoint availability
issues. These contacts are required.

What's next?
Click Next to move on to the next phase of the wizard, DVR Settings on page 15.
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DVR Settings
You can optionally apply digital video recording functionality to your stream.
 

 

Configure these options here:

Parameter Description

DVR Enable this slider to add DVR functionality.

DVR Mode Select the mode you want to apply to the stream:

• Limited DVR. Select this only for 24x7 events. Enter the time (in minutes)
in the DVR Window field. Archive storage on NetStorage is required if your
DVR time is greater than 30 minutes.

• Unlimited DVR. Select this if you want to have unlimited DVR time
capability. Only use this setting for one-off events.

DVR and the HLS Spec Upgrade
You can include a query string to HLS content playback URLs to apply various HLS specification
improvements. If you do, you're limited to a maximum DVR window of 30 minutes. For more details on the
HLS Spec Upgrade, see The set-akamai-hls-revision query string on page 40.

What's next?
Click Next to move on to the next phase of the wizard, HD Security 1.0 Settings on page 15.

HD Security 1.0 Settings
If you're working with legacy HD Flash 1.0 format media streams, you can set up security at this phase.

Support for this media egress format has reached end of service and is no longer supported. Typically, you
should see a warning message stating this when creating a new stream.
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If you're still using this format with existing streams, contact your account representative for assistance in
chnaging them to a different format.

Encoder Settings
Here, you specify how to select the best performing entrypoint.

Entrypoints are recalculated based on information about network latency, network loss, geographic location,
and entrypoint load, as well as status in case of eviction. Akamai does this best-effort mapping to ensure
that your encoder will broadcast to the optimal performing entrypoint, based on changing network conditions.

 

 

Set these options:

Option Description

Password When you try to connect your encoder to a MSL entrypoint server in the Akamai
network, you need to provide a username and a password. The username is the
CP code assigned to the live configuration—the Stream Packaging Configuration
you selected in Basic Settings. The password is the value you enter here. If you
leave Password blank, Akamai will automatically generate one for you.

Tip: After you save the stream, you can click it in Streams table
and scroll to the Encoder Details panel to see the both the
Username and Password values.
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Option Description

 

Encoder Type
• Use Nameserver to select an Akamai Entrypoint. With this selected, the

mapping system identifies the best-performing entrypoint using the encoder
name server.

• Manual Configuration (Default). With this selected, the mapping system
identifies the best-performing entry point from many of the network
entrypoints using the encoder IP address you enter here.

– Primary Encoder IP / Ping Proxy. If your encoder is pingable,
enter your encoder IP address. Otherwise, enter a pingable IP
address for an encoder that's nearby. Akamai will briefly ping this IP
address to determine the best possible entrypoint server for your
stream. If your encoder is behind a firewall or another barrier, you
can enter the firewall’s IP address here. This is called a ping proxy.

– Backup Encoder IP / Ping Proxy. Enter an IP address for your
backup encoder. The same logic discussed for the primary encoder
applies to the backup. If you don't have a backup encoder, click
Populate same as Primary to apply its settings here.

What's next?
Click Next to move on to the final phase of the wizard andReview (the stream) on page 17 .

Review (the stream)
Finally, you need to review the stream's settings and save.
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Confirm the stream parameters. If you want to receive a notification once the stream has been provisioned,
enter your email address in the Send Email notification to field, and click Submit.

A submit message similar to the this should appear:

 

 

You can edit a stream
If necessary, you can edit one of your existing streams.

First, access the stream

1. Select Live Streams  from the entity selector.

2. Use the Filter Streams field to limit the table to streams based on Stream Name (Stream ID) or CP
Code.

3. Click the stream in the table to view it and click Edit.

You can edit these settings

• Basic Details. You can change the Stream Name, Contact Details and the Stream End Date. All other
options are fixed and can't be changed.

• DVR Settings. You can enable or disable these settings for the stream or change existing settings.

Note: If you change your DVR settings and intend to continue using the event
name in your encoder, delete any old archives associated with it to ensure that
older DVR content does not play back when the stream is not live, and DVR is
disabled. We recommend that you use a new event name.

• Encoder Details. You can change various values here:
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– Password. Change the password your encoder uses to access Akamai entrypoint servers.
(The username will still be the CP code for the live configuration.) We recommend that you
rotate your password on a semi-regular basis to help with security. (For example, don't
continue to use the same password for all of your live streams.

– Encoder Type. For example, if you need to change the IP addresses for your encoder
(Manual Configuration), input the new addresses as necessary.

Tip: You should test the encoder IP address entries, regardless if you changed
them. This lets MSL determine the best-performing entry point for your event,
at the current point in time.

There are ingest limits
The MSL infrastructure has specific limits on RTMP ingest streams for HDS or HLS egress.

Summary
No more than 64 Mbps total bit rate per configuration.

Details
The Stream Packaging limit is a function of the sum of the primary and backup bit rates.

Example
Assume that you have a dozen streams each with six bit rates (64, 264, 464, 864, 1664, 2264 Kbps) and
each has a backup stream. If you ingest to the Stream Packaging network, you'll have a total of 5.584 Mbps
of ingest per stream, or 134.016 Mbps of ingest across all streams and backups. At 64 Mbps per
configuration, you need three configurations (134.016 / 64 = 2.094).
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Set up the video encoder

After you complete your live stream setup, you'll have the information you need to configure your video
encoder to capture and push your stream to the entry points.

Since we support a wide variety of encoders, we don't offer specific instructions on how you set one up. The
sections covered here discuss additional requirements and guidelines that apply to the setup.

Qualified live encoders
Akamai tests and qualifies a range of third-party encoders you can use with MSL Stream Packaging.

What encoders can I use?
For a list of supported encoders and the latest software versions see Qualified Encoders. See the "RTMP"
column in the table there.

Can I use another encoder?
While you can use a non-qualified encoder, we recommend against it. If you choose to use another encoder,
make sure it meets the requirements listed in the table that follows.

Warning: Even if you configure a non-qualified encoder to meet these requirements,
Akamai does not guarantee that it will work, or that you won't see errors or issues. For
best results, stick to the encoders listed in Qualified Encoders.

Reccomendation Additional detail
The encoder includes the
onMetaData packet as
part of its broadcast.

The packet can include these fields:

• description

• keywords

• rating

• title

• presetname

• creationdate

• videodevice

• framerate

• width

• height

• videocodecid

• videodatarate

• videokeyframe_frequenc
y

• audiodevice

• audiosamplerate

• audiochannels

• audioinputvolume

• audiocodecid

• audiodatarate

• aacaot
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Reccomendation Additional detail

If your stream is audio-
only, the encoder should
remove video-related
entries.

This includes these entries:

• description

• keywords

• rating

• title

• presetname

• creationdate

• audiodevice

• audiosamplerate

• audiochannels

• audioinputvolume

• audiocodecid

• audiodatarate

• aacaot

If the stream is video-only,
the encoder should
remove audio-related
properties.

This includes these entries:

• description

• keywords

• rating

• title

• presetname

• creationdate

• videodevice

• framerate

• width

• height

• videocodecid

• videodatarate

• videokeyframe_frequenc
y

Output format requirements
Review these sections to understand what's required for each output format.

Supported codecs
A codec encodes a data stream or a signal for transmission and storage, possibly in encrypted form, and the
decoder function reverses the encoding for playback or editing. Codecs are used in videoconferencing,
streaming media, and video editing applications.

Output format Supported codecs
HDS Output

• Video: VP6/H.263/H.264/Sorenson

• Audio: MP3/AAC/PCM/Nelly Moser/Speex
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Output format Supported codecs
HLS Output

• Video: H.264 Baseline Profile Level 3.0,
Main Profile Level 3.1, High Profile Level
4.1, and MPEG-4 Simple Profile

• Audio: HE-AAC or AAC-LC up to 48 kHz.
Also, the Apple's HLS Authoring
Specification for Apple Devices.

You need to encode your videos for HDS
To best distribute HDS output through MSL Stream Packaging, you need to encode multiple streams of your
video using different bit rates, but with identical frame rates.

By default, Media Services Live (MSL) Stream Packaging enables seamless, on-the-fly switching, based on
the end user’s bandwidth or quality of service, between multiple versions of a live video stream encoded in
different bit rates. When a mid-stream switch occurs between different versions of a video, it takes place at
GOP locations.

To avoid video or audio artifacts during this switch, each version of your video should be encoded with a
constant GOP interval (two to three seconds is recommended), and an identical time frame, that prevents
jumps in the video during a switch. Also, audio for the videos should be encoded at the same bit rate and
sample rate.

Note: For lower bit rate streams, encoding the audio in mono at the same bit rate
(meaning, half the stereo bit rate) is acceptable.

The application of HDS is based on interactions between your Flash playback application and MSL. As the
video plays, your application continuously monitors quality of service, including the actual bandwidth (based
on incoming data and the buffer state) and the end user’s device rendering capability (by monitoring the
number of dropped frames). As conditions change, Adobe ActionScript® script in your playback application
notifies the streaming server when it becomes necessary to shift the bit rate up or down. Using the same
connection, the server seamlessly changes to the appropriate bit rate video at the next GOP.

This delivers a better end-user experience by accommodating wide variations in end-user bandwidth and
device capabilities, gracefully handles dynamically changing conditions. For example, in a WiFi environment,
bandwidth can change mid-stream.

Use Flash Player 10 or later

For HDS, MSL Stream Packaging is only supported for Adobe Flash Player 10 and later. So, you need to
require your end users to upgrade their Flash Players, or provide an alternate experience for those with
older players. If you take no action, the video stream is still delivered, but the viewer may have an
undesirable experience. The video won't make the quality of service adjustments. For example, if an end
user is initially playing a high bit rate version of the video and her bandwidth decreases, an inordinate
amount of re-buffering might occur.

Guidelines for encoding
Here you'll find guidelines and recommendations to help in setting up your encoder.

The following sections provide encoding guidelines.
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You should use stream redundancy
If you use a single encoder to broadcast to both primary and backup entry points, your setup lacks
redundancy. If the encoder fails, both primary and backup broadcasts stop. To avoid this, consider using two
encoders, with one broadcasting to the primary entry point and the other to the backup. But, don't use both
encoders to broadcast to both primary and backup entry points, because the two broadcasts will conflict.

Tip: For optimal performance, Akamai recommends a maximum of 20 streams per
Stream ID.

Group of Pictures (GOP) intervals and HDS
Flash can only change bit rates at GOP intervals. Be sure to carefully select how far apart you space them.
GOP can also be called keyframes or I-frames in your encoding software.

• If you space your intervals closer then two seconds, your video will react quite quickly to heuristics-
recommended bit rate changes, but quality will suffer slightly.

• If you space the intervals too far apart, your video will often react too slowly for the heuristics
changes, and seeking ability will suffer. We recommend that you space your GOP intervals between
two and four seconds apart, drifting closer to two as the bit rate increases.

It is also recommended that you keep your GOPs static across all bit rates, as success has been to use
GOP intervals that change as the bit rate changes. However, this might cause a small amount of additional
load on the server and can affect the time at which the server is able to switch to the new bit rate.

Also, GOPs should be closed and of a constant size, and the audio for your videos should be encoded at the
same bit rate and sample rate.

Begin your streams simultaneously
It's important to begin all streams simultaneously. If you don't, it could affect your stream archive behavior.
To ensure simultaneous start times, MSL uses the latest start time of your event’s streams as a baseline and
hides the beginning of the earlier-starting streams from their time zero point to the baseline to ensure all
archives begin at the same time.

For example, let's assume you have an event with three streams at different bit rates:

1. event_1_150@123456

2. event_1_300@123456

3. event_1_600@123456

You'd want to begin streams 1 and 2 at time 0 seconds, but you wouldn't start stream 3 until time +5
seconds. When attempting to stream from the archives after the event ends, the first five seconds of streams
1 and 2 are hidden so that all begin simultaneously at time +5.

Frame rate
Frame rate on your encoder should be configured based on target devices to which the live content will be
served. To avoid performance issues and enhance better playback quality, it is recommended you use a 30-
frames-per-second frame rate.
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Scene detection
Some encoders have an option to enable scene change detection, which allows IDR key frames to be
inserted when a scene change occurs. This improves visual quality by allowing the entire frame to be
redrawn when necessary. Due to the extra keyframes/IDRs possible with this setting, it is possible to raise
the overall bit rate of the video, thereby increasing the likelihood of rebuffering. Also, in order to maintain the
configured bit rate of the video during live encoding, the encoder can only include extra keyframes/IDRs for
higher bit rates. This might potentially cause switching issues during playback, and it is therefore
recommended you disable scene change detection for live streams.

Timestamp alignment
If you are using multiple encoders for your dynamic streaming event, ensure that you align their time-stamps
so they're in agreement.

Interlaced content
Interlacing is often found on content originally created for display on television, as opposed to a digital
device. This type of footage is created by running “half frames” at twice the frame rate, by drawing every
other line and then filling in the remaining lines on a second pass. On a digital screen, both frames must be
combined and displayed at the same time. This results in noticeable lines in the footage, which is particularly
bad when there is motion in the video.

There are several methods available to de-interlace content, each with its own benefits, but the
recommendation is to correct the interlaced footage as early in the production process as possible to ensure
the highest quality. Due to how the de-interlacing process works, it is very important that it be done before
applying additional modifications such as frame scaling. Attempting to de-interlace footage that has been
modified from its original state will produce noticeably bad results.

Encoder CPU load
For live encoding, encoders are generally configured to transcode the input stream into multiple renditions
(characteristics such as, bit rate, frame size might be different across renditions.). Configuring many
renditions and enabling many processing filters can increase load on the encoder, and at higher loads, the
encoder can possibly lag behind in publishing content, can miss alignment, and can drop frames. So, it is
best if the peak CPU usage on your encoders does not exceed 70%.

Connect the encoder to an entry point server
To connect to Akamai entry point servers, you need to properly format entry point URLs for your streams
and provide authentication credentials.

Stream entrypoint URL formatting
The primary stream entrypoint URL format is:

rtmp://p.ep{stream-id>}.i.akamaientrypoint.net/{application name}/
{name}_{identifier1}_{identifier2}@{stream-id}

The backup stream entrypoint URL format is:

rtmp://b.ep{stream-id>}.i.akamaientrypoint.net/{application name}/
{name}_{identifier1}_{identifier2}@{stream-id}
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Variable values are as follows:

• {stream-id}. This is the Stream ID that's assigned to the Stream Name for your stream. You can
view this value in the Stream Name (Stream ID) column in the Live Streams ( ) entity.

• {application_name}. This must always be "EntryPoint."

• {name}. Pick a name for the stream. For example, you could use the name of your streaming event.
(And, you could use this same value if you set up a tracking event for the stream in Event Center for
easier recognition.) Make sure this is identical across all streams in the same event. If you don't,
MSL will treat them as different events. However, if you need to use separate events, the {name}
must be different between different events. If you use the same name for different events, the
archives of the later-starting events will hide the earlier-starting ones.

• {identifier1}. Set this to a unique identifier for the stream. For example, if you're using Flash
Media Live Encoder, you could use the HDS cameraAngle value for this identifier.

• {identifier2}. Set this to a unique identifier for the stream, that's different from first identifier. For
example, you could set this to the bit rate for the stream.

• {stream-id}. This is the same value as above.

Here are some examples:

rtmp://p.ep50001.i.akamaientrypoint.net/EntryPoint/demo_1_3600@50001

rtmp://p.ep50001.i.akamaientrypoint.net/EntryPoint/demo_1_2500@50001

rtmp://b.ep50001.i.akamaientrypoint.net/EntryPoint/demo_1_2500@50001

rtmp://b.ep50001.i.akamaientrypoint.net/EntryPoint/demo_1_3600@50001

Authentication credentials
MSL Stream Packaging requires that you provide your user name and password to authenticate at an
entrypoint.

• Username. This is the Reporting CP Code that you selected when you created the live configuration.

• Password. This is the that you specified (or MSL generated) when you created the stream.

You can view these values in the Live Streams entity ( ). Click the stream in Streams table and scroll to the
Encoder Details panel to see both the Username and Password values.
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Set up playback for HDS outputs

Here, we cover the specifics required to set up a Flash player to distribute HDS-format output from Media
Services Live (MSL).

Note: Akamai no longer supports for HD Flash 1.0 format output. If you still have
streams configured for this format, contact your account representative.

FLV video in MSL lets you do things traditional progressive streaming can't
Media Services Live: Stream Packaging delivers FLV (Flash Video) files progressively to a supported Flash
live video (FLV) player. Progressively means it's delivered over an HTTP connection and through a null
NetConnection. Typically with progressive delivery, you're limited:

• You can't smoothly switch between different renditions of the content at alternate bit rates.

• You can't employ DVR (Digital Video Recorder) functionality. This lets you seek back into a live
stream to watch previously recorded content and return to live at any time.

But, with FLV-format media through MSL, you can do these things.. FLV files can actually wrap H.264
content, and the majority of content delivered over Media Services Live is H.264.

Helpful definitions for HDS output
These are some common terms used with an HDS streaming workflow.

File Type Description Extension Example

Flash
Media
Manifest
File

This file is requested by the player once at the start of
the play session. It contains a list of all the available bit
rates (tracks) for the requested stream along with the
DVR window and other related metadata. The player
uses the bit rates in this file to make switching decisions
based on available bandwidth.

.f4m manifest.f4
m

Bootstrap
File

Each bit rate has its own bootstrap file that contains a
list of segments, and fragments within the segments,
which are available for playback. The number of
fragments in the file determines how far back the player
can seek from the live point.

For a live stream, the player requests the bootstrap file
frequently to get the next set of fragments for playback.

.bootstrap 1200_2d7ba
93e14ed84f
c-
p.bootstrap

Fragment
File

These are small files suited for HTTP streaming that
contain the audio or video media data in the MP4
format.

N/A 1200_2d7ba
93e14ed84f
c-p_Seg1-
Frag545649
0
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Compatible players for HDS
You can build players for MSL using any IDE that allows you to author in ActionScript 3.0 and compile to
Flash Player 10 (or later).

There are several player components you can use.

HDCore
This is an ActionScript 3.0 code library that makes it easy for developers to add the necessary functionality
to existing players. Talk to your account representative about getting these components.

• The com.akamai.hd.ZStream core class is used for HDS output. ASDOCS are available and
are included with any code distribution. The code itself is distributed as a SWC library.

• Use HDCore 2.3 and later integrated into a framework built on Flash Player 10.1.

• Media Analytics is integrated into HDCore. You version HDCore 1.1 and later. To use Media
Analytics without integrating it into HDCore, you can use any HDCore version.

OSMF Plugin
You can use the Advanced Streaming Plug-in for Open Source Media Framework (OSMF). This plug-in is
not required in order to use HDS output. If you choose to use the OSMF player and also leverage all
features, this plug-in provides support for it. Use version 1.0.4 or later.

Other compatible players
Akamai supports certain versions of the Flowplayer® and JW Player® video player components. You can
find user documentation for the advanced providers we offer on Download Center:

1. Access Control Center.

2. Log in with an account that has access to create Media Services Live: Stream Packaging (v3.x)
streams.

3. Select ☰ > SUPPORT > Download Center.

4. In the Media Delivery category, select Media Services Live.

5. Open Legacy product documentation.

6. Click either the Advanced Flowplayer provider user guide.pdf or Advanced JWPlayer provider
user guide.pdf to download the applicable user guide.

Create playback URLs for HDS
When using HDS output, your playback URLs follow a specific format.

The format is contingent on the Akamai network in use:
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• Staging. This is for testing. After you activate your live configuration on the Staging network, MSL
automatically generates a staging hostname for it. It's formatted like this:

http://{configuration name}-lh.akamaihd-staging.net/z/
{name}_{identifier1}_{identifier2}@{stream-id}/manifest.f4m

• Production. When your live configuration has been added to the Production network, and you're
ready to go live. The playback URL you use in your live player should look like this:

http://{configuration name}-lh.akamaihd.net/z/
{name}_{identifier1}_{identifier2}@{stream_id}/manifest.f4m

Variable values
The values shown in "{ }" in the examples are variable. They're as follows:

• {configuration name}. This is the name given to the live configuration that's managing the
stream. You can view this value in the Config Name column in the Live Configurations ( ) entity.

• {name}. This is the name you set for the stream. For example, it may have been the name of your
streaming event. This needs to match the {name} set when connecting the encoder to an entry point
server.

• {identifier1}. This is the first unique identifier for the stream. It needs to be the same as
{identifier1} set when connecting the encoder to an entry point server. For example, if you're
using Flash Media Live Encoder, you may have used the HDS cameraAngle value for this identifier.

• {identifier2}. This is the second unique identifier for the stream. It needs to be the same as
{identifier2} set when connecting the encoder to an entry point server. For example, you may
have used the bit rate for the stream.

• {stream-id}. This is the Stream ID that's assigned to the Stream Name for your stream. You can
view this value in the Stream Name (Stream ID) column in the Live Streams ( ) entity.

Example
An actual production URL might look like this:

http://my-live-config-lh.akamaihd.net/z/my-live-event_1_150@49207/manifest.f4m

Use query strings with HDS playback
You can include several query strings with your client-side URL for HDS output.

Note: The values in the following sections are in kbps and are applied to the combined
audio + video bitrate.

Bit Rate Filtering (b)
To filter out certain bitrates, for example to test a particular bit rate version, add a b query string to the end of
the publish URL. You can use this string in one of these ways:
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• Filter bitrates, b=bitrate. For example, if you want to include only bitrates 200 and 700, and use
the lowest audio rate, format your URL like this:

uri/manifest.f4m?b=200,700

• Designate a specific range of bitrates. For example, if you want to include all bit rates from 200 to
700, format your URL like this:

uri/manifest.f4m?b=200-700

• Designate a low end bitrate and filter out bitrates below the value. For example, if you want to include
300 kbps and all higher bit rates, format your URL like this:

uri/manifest.f4m?b=300-

• Designate a high end bitrate and include all bit rates below it. For example, to include all bitrates
lower than or equal to 700 kbps, format your URL like this:

uri/manifest.f4m?b=0-700

• To combine these filter mechanisms, separate with commas. For example, if you're delivering bitrates
of 200, 300, 700, 1200, and 1800, and you want to include all bitrates except 700, format the URL
like this:

uri/manifest.f4m?b=0-300,1200-

DVR window (dw)
Include the dw query string to dynamically configure the playback DVR window by designating the number of
seconds (whole seconds, no decimals) in the window. For example, the following results in 100 seconds of
playback available:

uri/manifest.f4m?dw=100

Important: This query string should only be used while the stream is live. After the
stream is archived, this query parameter limits playback to the duration of the dw
parameter plus a small buffer.

Flexible playback (start | end)
Viewers can begin playback at a specific time in the stream’s DVR window throughout the playback session.
For example:

uri/manifest.f4m?start=1326048&end=1326069248

Usage criteria

• The start time is mandatory but the end time is not:

– If no end time is provided, the player will directly play the live stream. The stream will
begin at the time set in the start parameter instead of the default DVR set in the
configuration.
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– The start time in this case can be inside or outside the DVR window. If the start time is
outside the DVR window, the playback will start from the available start of the stream. If the
start time is inside the DVR window, the stream will start from the specified position inside the
DVR window.

• If the start and end are both provided, both must be in the DVR window. If not, an error
message appears.

• The start and end times support UTC time formats down to the millisecond. For example, you
could set a UTC time value format as: uri/manifest.f4m?start=1326069048.001

• The ISO 8601 time format is also supported. For example, the format to declare the start time of
January 8, 2012 10:40am PST using the ISO 8601 format is: uri/manifest.f4m?
start=2012-01-08T10:40:48-7:00. Include the “T” in the string to separate the time from the
date. For information on the ISO 8601 Time format, refer to W3C Date and Time Format.

Fragment duration (sd)
The sd query string overrides a stream’s fragment duration. This helps if a stream's group of pictures (GOP)
size and resulting fragment duration are different than what was set in the configuration. Values are in
seconds.

uri/manifest.f4m?sd=6006ms

You set fragment duration in Advanced Settings when creating a live configuration.

Merged archive (ma)
In a typical live use case, an event is always published from one (primary) encoder and delivered using an
HDS player to the end users. Akamai recommends that you also use a backup encoder to handle issues
with the primary broadcast. This helps with connectivity issues or hardware failure.

uri/manifest.f4m?ma=on

• ma=on.

Available values are “on” and “off" (default). When set to “on,” content played for a live feed is merged to a
single archive, if a failover from primary to backup occurs.

Note: If the primary and backup feeds do not use the same bit rates this query string
will cause playback failure.

Playback from a single source (play-only)
When both the primary and backup feeds are published for a stream, the play-only query string can be
used to playback just the primary or backup feed, in either Live or Archive mode. This can be used for a
business need or just to test the feeds independently. Possible values for this query string are primary or
backup.

uri/manifest.f4m?play-only=primary
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Use closed captioning
Closed Captioning allows live streams to have text versions of the audio rendered in-line to the video. This
assists with foreign-language support, accessibility for the hearing impaired, and other scenarios.

Closed Captioning styles
The following are different styles of closed captions.

• CEA-608 / EIA-608: This refers to the older style of closed captioning used by traditional analog
television signals. They are inserted into the analog broadcast in line 21. These type of captions
support limited languages such as English, Spanish, French, Portuguese, Italian, German, and
Dutch. There is no formatting (captions are typically white all-caps text on a black background), and
they are encoded in plain text.

• CEA-708 / EIA-708: This refers to the newer, updated captioning style intended for use with
digital television broadcasts. 708 captions support enhanced formatting (color, font, size,
background) and additional languages through the use of Unicode character sets (for example,
Japanese and Chinese). These captions are typically placed in the SEI NALU of h.264 video stream
as picture user data.

Support for captioning
The onCaptionInfo() and onCuePoint() ActionScript callback methods in the incoming RTMP Stream
are generally used to pass the 608 and 708 captions for HDS. These methods are implemented by an
encoder internally and included in the RTMP stream. Check with your encoder vendor on the configuration
options to enable captions. This captioning data will be passed through to the HDS output.

Note: Adobe's OSMF player and the Media Services Live’s HDCore plugin can
recognize these methods. However, some programming must be done to toggle
display of captions and, possibly, decrypt 708 captions from their binary data into a
readable format.

Test your HDS output content
Avoid streaming issues by testing your HDS content before making it available to your end-users.

Activate your live configurations on Staging
When you create a live configuration, you can activate it on the Akamai Staging network for testing. You can
do this when setting Advanced Settings. If you didn't, activate it now:

1. Select  > Media > Other Media Services > Legacy Media Services Live.

2. Select Stream Packaging from the drop-down menu.

3. Select Live configurations  from the entity selector.

4. In the Filter Configs field, enter the Config Name or CP Code assigned to the live configuration.

5. Click the configuration to open it and click Edit.

6. In the Actions column, click "…" and select Submit to Staging.
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Note: The configuration is already on the Staging network if you see Submit to
Production in the menu.

We offer test players
If you've created a supported player you can use it to test your streams. However, we also offer a set of
web-based test players you can use.

Note: All players for HDS are "as is." Akamai no longer actively develops them, nor do
we guarantee that they will work. They may also be removed without notice.

1. Access the legacy players page.

2. Click the test player that fits with your environment:

• (AASP) Akamai Advance Streaming Plugin. For HDCore or OSMF-based players. You'll
need Flash Player 10.0 or greater installed to use this test player.

• Akamai HDS (HDN 2.0). For HDCore or OSMF-based players. You'll need Flash Player 11.1
or greater installed to use this test player.)

• Akamai JWPlayer Stream Provider.

• Akamai FlowPlayer Stream Provider.

3. Paste your playback URL in the applicable field in the player.
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Set up playback for HLS output

Here, we cover the specifics required to set up a Flash player to distribute Apple HTTP Live Streaming
(HLS)-format output from Media Services Live (MSL).

Changes to a player aren't required
Playback for HLS streams is accomplished with the end-user native media players. So, you don't need to
perform any actions on the playback client. The sections here talk about other aspects of your stream
playback, including recommended and optional processes.

Helpful definitions for HLS output
These are some common terms used with an HLS streaming workflow.

File Type Description Extension Example

Variant
Playlist

The player requests this file just once at the start of the
session. It contains a list of all the requested stream’s
available bit rates (tracks). Since the file includes each
track’s bandwidth, the player uses this bandwidth
information to switch between the most appropriate bit
rates in case of network bandwidth fluctuations.

m3u8 master.m3u
8

Child
Playlist

Each track has its own child playlist file that contains a
list of segments available for playback. The number of
segments in the file determines how far back the player
can seek from the live point.

For a live stream, the player requests this file frequently
to get the next set of segments for playback. The
encoder includes an end-of-stream marker to indicate
the stream’s end has been reached. When the player
receives this marker, it stops requesting the file and also
stops playback (after running through its buffer).

m3u8 index_1000
kpbs. m3u8

Segment This file contains the video and/or audio data in
MPEG2-TS format. For audio-only tracks, the data is in
the AAC format with a .aac extension.

ts / aac segment10.t
s

Encryption
Key

This file includes a 128-bit key used to encrypt the
segments. It is only requested when encryption is
turned on at the encoder.

key crypt.key

Compatible players for HLS
Playback for HLS streams is done through players that are native to the end-user device.

This means there's no additional work required for the player. These players have been tested and are
known to be support for use with HLS content generated with MSL:
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• HTML5-based players. Streams support the <video> tag in the Apple Safari® browser on the
Apple OS X® (and later) operating system.

• Apple QuickTime® application. On the Apple Mac OS® operating system.

• iOS devices.

The player needs to comply with the HLS specification
To deliver HLS-format output from MSL Stream Packaging to a client device, the device must support certain
things set in the HTTPS Live Streaming specification.

• HLS Protocol, Version 3 and above. Refer to IETF Internet Draft of the HTTP Live Streaming
Protocol Specification.

• iOS version 4 and above.

• gzip (Optional). The HLS Specification allows the server to deliver playlist files to the client in gzip
format, if requested. The playlist file is gzipped when the client request includes Accept-Encoder:
gzip request header. For a better client playback experience, only playlist files over 50KB in size are
gzipped. If the client doesn't include this header, MSL reduces the number of segment URLs in the
playlist to a value that represents 90 minutes of live stream (roughly 50KB size).

Note: You can include the "HLS Spec Upgrade" as a query string to content URLs to
automatically apply various HLS specification improvements. However, the
requirements above still apply for the device. See The set-akamai-hls-revision query
string on page 40 for details on its use.

Create playback URLs for HLS
When using HLS output, your playback URLs follow a specific format.

The format is contingent on the Akamai network in use:

• Staging. This is for testing. After you activate your live configuration on the Staging network, MSL
automatically generates staging hostnames for all akamaihd.net domains. See Test your HLS
output content on page 44 for more details.

http://{configuration name}-lh.akamaihd-staging.net/i/
{name}_{identifier}_{identifier}@{stream-id}/master.m3u8

• Production. When your live configuration has been added to the Production network, and you're
ready to go live.

http://{configuration name}-lh.akamaihd.net/i/
{name}_{identifier}_{identifier}@{stream_id}/master.m3u8

Variable values
The values shown in "{ }" in the examples are variable. They're as follows:

• {configuration name}. This is the name given to the live configuration that's managing the
streams. You can view this value in the Config Name column in the Live Configurations ( ) entity.
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• {name}. This is the name you set for the stream. For example, it may have been the name of your
streaming event. This needs to match the {name} set when connecting the encoder to an entry point
server.

• {identifier1}. This is the first unique identifier for the stream. It needs to be the same as
{identifier1} set when connecting the encoder to an entry point server.

• {identifier2}. This is the second unique identifier for the stream. It needs to be the same as
{identifier2} set when connecting the encoder to an entry point server. For example, you may
have used the bit rate for the stream.

• {stream-id}. This is the Stream ID that's assigned to the Stream Name for your stream. You can
view this value in the Stream Name (Stream ID) column in the Live Streams ( ) entity.

Example
An actual production URL might look like this:

http://my-live-eonfig-lh.akamaihd.net/i/my_live-event_1_150@49207/master.m3u8

Use query strings with HLS playback
You can include several query strings with your client-side URL for HLS output.

Note: Any size values called out for these strings are in kbps and are applied to the
combined audio + video bit rate.

Bandwidth correction (bwcorrection)
You can use this query string to adjust the bit rate advertised in the variant playlist’s BANDWIDTH attribute.
Values can be from 0 to +/-100. Separate multiple values with a whitespace. For example:

uri/master.m3u8?bwcorrection=5 10 -10

When you include this query string, it is the last filter applied.

Note: If you use the set-akamai-hls-revision query string, you don't need to include this
query string. The quality of your streaming is automatically corrected.

Bit rate filtering (b)
To filter out certain bitrates, for example to test a particular bit rate version, add a b query string to the end of
the publish URL. You can use this string in one of these ways:

• Filter bitrates, b=bitrate. For example, if you want to include only bitrates 200 and 700, and use
the lowest audio rate, format your URL like this:

uri/manifest.f4m?b=200,700
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• Designate a specific range of bitrates. For example, if you want to include all bit rates from 200 to
700, format your URL like this:

uri/manifest.f4m?b=200-700

• Designate a low end bitrate and filter out bitrates below the value. For example, if you want to include
300 kbps and all higher bit rates, format your URL like this:

uri/manifest.f4m?b=300-

• Designate a high end bitrate and include all bit rates below it. For example, to include all bitrates
lower than or equal to 700 kbps, format your URL like this:

uri/manifest.f4m?b=0-700

• To combine these filter mechanisms, separate with commas. For example, if you're delivering bitrates
of 200, 300, 700, 1200, and 1800, and you want to include all bitrates except 700, format the URL
like this:

uri/manifest.f4m?b=0-300,1200-

Note: If you use this query string and the Extracted audio-only stream (__a__) query
string, bit rate filtering is applied first, then audio-only extraction is applied to the
remaining bit rates. If you use the set-akamai-hls-revision query string, you don't need
to include this query string. The quality of your streaming is automatically corrected.

DVR window (dw | n)
You can modify the DVR window for a particular stream, using one of two query strings:

• dw. Add this to dynamically configure the playback DVR window by designating the number of
seconds (whole seconds without decimals) in the window. For example:

uri/master.m3u8?dw=100

• n. Add this to dynamically configure the playback DVR window by designating the number of
segments to include in the child playlist. HLS multiplies this number by the segment duration to get
the number of seconds for the DVR window. For example:

uri/master.m3u8?n=10

Note: If you enabled DVR Settings for the stream and also apply this query string, the
smaller of the two values is used for the DVR window. A minimum of five segments is
always included in the child playlist, even if the stream is set up with no DVR. Only use
the dw query string during live playback, to control the length of a live playback. After
the stream is archived, the dw query parameter limits playback to the duration you've
set for it, plus a small buffer.
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Exclude backup streams (bkup)
Use this query string to enable or disable inclusion of backup bit rates in the child playlist. The default setting
for this feature is on. For example:

uri/master.m3u8?bkup=off

Extracted audio-only stream (__a__)
When enabled for a stream, the Edge server automatically generates an audio-only stream from one of your
bit rate streams. You can use this query string to disable this feature on a per-stream basis. Possible values
are on and off. For example:

uri/master.m3u8?__a__=off

This query string is only effective if you are using Media Services Live extracted audio-only stream.

Note: If you use this query string and the Bitrate filtering (b) query string, bit rate
filtering is applied first, then audio-only extraction is applied to the remaining bit rates.

Flexible playback (start | end)
This lets end users begin playback at a specific time in the stream’s DVR window throughout the playback
session. For example:

uri/master.m3u8?start=1326048&end=1326069248

Usage criteria

• The start time is mandatory but the end time is not:

– If no end time is provided, the player will directly play the live stream. The stream will
begin at the time set in the start parameter instead of the default DVR set in the
configuration.

– The start time in this case can be inside or outside the DVR window. If the start time is
outside the DVR window, the playback will start from the available start of the stream. If the
start time is inside the DVR window, the stream will start from the specified position inside the
DVR window.

• If the start and end are both provided, both must be in the DVR window. If not, an error
message appears.

• The start and end times support UTC time formats down to the millisecond. For example, you
could set a UTC time value format as: uri/master.m3u8?start=1326069048.001

• The ISO 8601 time format is also supported. For example, the format to declare the start time of
January 8, 2012 10:40am PST using the ISO 8601 format is: uri/master.m3u8?
start=2012-01-08T10:40:48-7:00. Include the “T” in the string to separate the time from the
date. For information on the ISO 8601 Time format, refer to W3C Date and Time Format.
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HLS Spec Upgrade (set-akamai-hls-revision)
Include this query string to apply HLS specification compliant, Akamai-specific improvements. It's also a
prerequisite for other query strings used for closed captioning and setting segment duration. For complete
details, see

The set-akamai-hls-revision query string on page 40.

Master playlist additional attribute removal (attributes)
Each bit rate in the master playlist is represented by different attributes. This includes BANDWIDTH, CODECS,
and RESOLUTION. Some of these attributes are optional per the HLS specification. When you set the
attributes query string to off, it removes the optional attributes. By default this option is on.

Note: Certain devices and platforms such as XBOX 360, don't ignore these optional
tags if the implementation does not support them. This behavior is not compliant with
the HLS spec. If you set this to attributes=off, you can play the content on these
devices by manually calling out the optional attributes in this file.

The following example shows how to apply various attributes query strings.

#EXTM3U
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-
ID=1,BANDWIDTH=1128000,RESOLUTION=960x540,CODECS="avc1.77.30, mp4a.40.2"

http://example-lh.akamaihd.net/i/event_1@49207/index_1000_av-p.m3u8?
sd=10&rebase=on

#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-
ID=1,BANDWIDTH=2528000,RESOLUTION=1280x720,CODECS="avc1.77.30, mp4a.40.2"

http://example-lh.akamaihd.net/i/event_1@49207/index_2400_av-p.m3u8?
sd=10&rebase=on

#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-
ID=1,BANDWIDTH=3128000,RESOLUTION=1280x720,CODECS="avc1.77.30, mp4a.40.2"

http://example-lh.akamaihd.net/i/event_1@49207/index_3000_av-p.m3u8?
sd=10&rebase=on

#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1,BANDWIDTH=139000,CODECS="mp4a.40.2"

http://example-lh.akamaihd.net/i/event_1@49207/index_1000_a-p.m3u8?
sd=10&rebase=on

This query displays the following:

#EXTM3U
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1,BANDWIDTH=1128000

http://example-lh.akamaihd.net/i/event_1@49207/index_1000_av-p.m3u8?
sd=10&rebase=on

#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1,BANDWIDTH=2528000

http://example-lh.akamaihd.net/i/event_1@49207/index_2400_av-p.m3u8?
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sd=10&rebase=on

#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1,BANDWIDTH=3128000

http://example-lh.akamaihd.net/i/event_1@49207/index_3000_av-p.m3u8?
sd=10&rebase=on

#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1,BANDWIDTH=139000

http://example-lh.akamaihd.net/i/event_1@49207/index_1000_a-p.m3u8?
sd=10&rebase=on

Playback from a single source (play-only)
When both the primary and backup feeds are published for a stream, the play-only query string can be
used to playback just the primary or backup feed, in either Live or Archive mode. This can be used for a
business need or just to test the feeds independently. Possible values for this query string are primary or
backup.

uri/master.m3u8?play-only=primary

Preferred bit rate (_b_)
You can designate a specific bit rate stream to be the preferred bit rate. The end user’s player starts with this
bit rate before adjusting to another bit rate depending on network conditions. For example:

uri/master.m3u8?_b_=500

Note: This query string doesn't work with the Microsoft Xbox® video player, because it
automatically selects the lowest bit rate at the beginning.

The set-akamai-hls-revision query string
You can include this query string to bulk apply Akamai-specific improvements, that are HLS-compliant.

There are currently two available versions—4 and 5. If you use version 5, you'll get all of the features offered
in version 4, as well as some additional features. Review what's here to determine which version is best for
you.

Note: This version number doesn't correspond to the actual HLS Spec Upgrade
version number. It just represents the Akamai-specific version.

Version 4

http://company-lh.akamaihd.net/i/xyz_1@55555/master.m3u8?set-akamai-hls-
revision=4

If you apply this version, these features and settings are applied:
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N
o
.

Feature/Setting Playlist Tag Name

1 If set-akamai-hls-revision=4, the HLS playlist version is 3 #EXT-X-VERSION:3

2 Qualify to enable closed captions control option in stream-inc #EXT-X-STREAM-
INF:<attribute-list>

3 Remove PROGRAM-ID attribute from EXT-X-STREAM-INF tag #EXT-X-STREAM-
INF:<attribute-list>

4 Set EXT-X-PLAYLIST-TYPE to EVENT for Live streams #EXT-X-PLAYLIST-
TYPE:<EVENT|VOD>

5 Enable new segmentation mode N/A

6 Put AVERAGE-BANDWIDTH attribute to EXT-X-STREAM-INF tag #EXT-X-STREAM-
INF:<attribute-list>

Version 5

http://company-lh.akamaihd.net/i/xyz_1@55555/master.m3u8?set-akamai-hls-
revision=5

If you apply this version, these features and settings are applied:

N
o
.

Feature Playlist Tag Name

1 If set-akamai-hls-revision=5, the HLS playlist version is 4 #EXT-X-VERSION:4

2 Features 2-6 listed in Version 4. N/A

3 Include a subset of profile and level to be compliant with the CODEC
parameters to RFC 6381 SPEC

#EXT-X-
VERSION:<version>

#EXT-X-STREAM-
INF:...,CODECS=<cod
ecs>

Optional query string add-ons
Once you add the set-akamai-hls-revision, there are additional query string arguments you can add
to control various features, on a per stream basis. You can combine these query strings in a single playback
URL.

Feature Query String Description
Closed
Captioning

set-cc-attribute Include this to control closed captioning for a specific stream.

Closed Captions are usually embedded into your video asset.
For details on the supported Closed Captions, see Use
Closed Captioning on page 44.

Examples
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Feature Query String Description

To enable closed captioning for a specific stream:

<stream playback URL>?set-akamai-hls-
revision=4&set-cc-attribute=cc

To disable closed captioning for a specific stream:

<stream playback URL>?set-akamai-hls-
revision=5&set-cc-attribute=none

Modify
segment
duration

set-segment-
duration With HLS streams, you can't set the segment duration in your 

live configuration, to have it apply to all of your streams. It
defaults to 10 second segments, which is considered the
"smoothest" setting. However, you can set the segment
duration for an individual stream, by appending the
appropriate query string. There are three segment sizes you
can apply:

• smoothest. This applies 10 second segments. This is
the default. This is the smoothest streaming
experience with a low level of buffering incidents, but
it can cause delays with live streaming. This supports
1, 2, an 10 as key frame values on a live encoder.

• quality. This applies 6 second segments. This is
closer to real-time streaming, but it still favors quality
of delivery over delay. This supports 1, 2, and 6 as
key frame values on a live encoder.

• responsive. This applies 4 second segments. This
offers the lowest delay from live streaming, but some
quality degradation might occur. This supports 1, 2,
and 4 as key frame values on a live encoder.
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Feature Query String Description

Note:

• New segmentation relies on the encoder
key frame interval. The key frame
interval specification on the encoder,
and the segment duration in the
playback URL should be set so that the
encoder key frame interval is an exact
factor of the segment duration.

• Setting segment duration to these
values doesn't guarantee the quality of
streaming described. Quality might vary
according to local network conditions.

• You can also use this query string
without the set-akamai-hls-
revision=<#> query string.

Examples

To set your segment size to 6 seconds, with the set-
akamai-hls-revision=<#> query string:

<stream playback URL>?set-akamai-hls-
revision=4&set-segment-duration=quality

To set your segment size to 4 seconds, without the set-
akamai-hls-revision=<#> query string:

<stream playback URL>?set-segment-
duration=responsive

Caveats and known issues

• If you use set-akamai-hls-revision, the maximum DVR window supported is 30 minutes.

• The set-akamai-hls-revision query string automatically corrects the quality of your stream.
So, you don't need to set up the Bandwidth Correction (bwcorrection) and Bit Rate Filtering (b) query
strings. See Use query strings with HLS playback on page 36 for details on these two strings.
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Use Closed Captioning
Closed captioning (CC) allows live streams to have text versions of the audio rendered in-line to the video.
This assists with foreign-language support, accessibility for the hearing impaired, and other scenarios.

Closed Captioning styles
The following are different styles of closed captions.

• CEA-608 / EIA-608: This refers to the older style of closed captioning used by traditional analog
television signals. They are inserted into the analog broadcast in line 21. These type of captions
support limited languages such as English, Spanish, French, Portuguese, Italian, German, and
Dutch. There is no formatting (captions are typically white all-caps text on a black background), and
they are encoded in plain text.

• CEA-708 / EIA-708: This refers to the newer, updated captioning style intended for use with
digital television broadcasts. 708 captions support enhanced formatting (color, font, size,
background) and additional languages through the use of Unicode character sets (for example,
Japanese and Chinese). These captions are typically placed in the SEI NALU of h.264 video stream
as picture user data.

Support for captioning
HLS-compatible players interpret the captioning in the H.264 video stream data. This is represented as
ATSC picture user data in the NALU header type 6 (SEI). This captioning data is passed through to the HLS
output.

Note: The iOS player has a built-in toggle to display the caption data based on a user
choice. Other players might need varying levels of additional programming to display
the data.

Set CC on a per stream basis
You can apply a query string to a playback URL to enable or disable closed CC, on a per stream basis. This
is done by adding an optional query string "add-on" string. See The set-akamai-hls-revision query string on
page 40 for details.

Test your HLS output content
To help avoid streaming issues, you should test your HLS content before making it available to your end-
users.

Activate your live configurations on Staging
When you create a live configuration, you can activate it on the Akamai Staging network for testing. You can
do this when setting Advanced Settings. If you didn't, activate it now:

1. Select  > Media > Other Media Services > Legacy Media Services Live.

2. Select Stream Packaging from the drop-down menu.

3. Select Live configurations  from the entity selector.
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4. In the Filter Configs field, enter the Config Name or CP Code assigned to the live configuration.

5. Click the configuration to open it and click Edit.

6. In the Actions column, click "…" and select Submit to Staging.

Note: The configuration is already on the Staging network if you see Submit to
Production in the menu.

We offer testing tools
You can use the Akamai Stream Validation and Player Test Page to test your HLS streams.

• Test your stream in a player.

1. Click Players.

2. Select player > hls.js.

3. Paste your playback URL in Input stream URL and press Enter

• Validate your stream (BETA).

1. Click Stream Validator.

2. This feature is currently in beta and may not perform as desired. Review the message that's
provided and click I understand.

3. Paste your playback URL in Input stream URL and press Enter.

You can also try the legacy test player

Note: This player is "as is." Akamai no longer actively develops it, nor do we
guarantee that it will work. They may also be removed without notice.

1. Access the legacy players page.

2. Click the Legacy HLS Test Page.

3. Paste your playback URL in <Enter url of m3u8 file to play> and click Load.
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You can use Event Center to monitor

After you create your Media Services Live configurations and streams, use Event Center in Control Center
to create and manage events for tracking.

With Media Services Live, an event is a combination of streams you package together to help with tracking
and reporting. An event can contain either a single type of stream or multiple types. Use the Schedule tool in
Event Center to create and manage various event types and view statistics for past, present, and future
events.

 

 

Before you begin

• You need the Stream ID assigned to your streams. You can see this value along with the Stream
Name in the Live Streams entity in MSL Stream Packaging.
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Create an event
Follow the instructions in Create or edit an event in the Event Center User Guide to set up the event.
However, when you reach these windows of the wizard, you need to set some specific options:

• Internal details. Set Support level to "Live Event Support."

• Service selection. Select "Streams - Adobe Flash Live" from the Service type drop-down. Input
the Stream ID in the Filter field to limit the results to your stream and click to select it. Repeat this to
add additional streams.

Track an event
You can access the Control room view to track real-time data about your in-progress events. See Track a
live event in the Event Center User Guide.

View a report on a past event
You can view historical data on your past events. See View a report on a past event in the Event Center
User Guide.
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You can review stream reports

Reporting for Media Services Live Stream Packaging is available through Akamai Control Center.

We offer a full-function user interface for Media Services Live reports. To access stream reports:

1. Open the application. Go to  > MEDIA > Other Media services > Legacy Media Services Live
reports.

2. In the drop-down, select the desired report type under Stream Packaging:

• Realtime. This report provides near real-time information on quality and availability.

• Historical. This report provides historical information on quality and availability

We also offer an API
You can develop your own unique interface using the Media Services Reports API. For details on use, see
all of the "Media Services Live RTMP" resources in the Media Services Reports API v1 documentation.
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You can use the Media Services API v1

The Media Services API v1 lets you create RTMP ingress and egress streams in either Adobe® HDS output
or Apple® HLS output.

You can find the user documentation for this API on Download Center in Akamai Control Center:

1. Access Control Center.

2. Log in with an account that has access to create Media Services Live: Stream Packaging (v3.x)
streams.

3. Select ☰ > SUPPORT > Download Center.

4. In the Media Delivery category, select Media Services Live.

5. Open Legacy product documentation.

6. Click Media Services API v1 user guide.pdf to download the user guide.
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You can manage live stream archives

Use the Archive Manager to manage archives of your live streams including adjusting the on-air stream
times, trim the stored archived events, and view details of gaps in the archives across all bitrates.

How to

1. Select  > Media > Other Media Services > Legacy Media Services Live
2. Select Stream Packaging from the drop-down menu.

3. Select Live streams  from the entity selector.

4. Find the desired stream in the table. You can filter entries based on the Stream Name or CP Code.

5. Under Actions, click  and select Archive Manager. The Live Archive Manager is revealed.

6. Notice your primary ( ) and backup ( ) streams for an archive (if applicable). You can edit ( ) or

delete ( ) an archive, as necessary.
What can I edit?

Option Description

On Air Start Time Select one of these options:

• Equal Archive Start Time. This option sets the start time to
the archive start time.

• Override. Select this option and then click the calendar icon
to specify the date and time.

On Air End Time Select one of these options:

• Equal Archive Start Time. This option sets the start time to
the archive end time.
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Option Description

• Override. Select this option and then click the calendar icon
to specify the date and time.

Deletion Option Select one of these options.

• No Delete. Select this option if you don't want to delete the
archive at all.

• Delete Prior to On Air Start Time. Select this option to
delete the archive before the on air start time.

• Delete Prior to Custom Time. Select this option and then
click the calendar icon to specify the custom date and time.
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You can add Ingest Acceleration

This is an optional feature that improves encoder to Akamai ingest performance and provides more stability
and reliability over the first mile.

How does it work?
Ingest Acceleration is enabled and controlled through the Ingest Acceleration Source (IAS) that you install in
your data center, and it communicates with encoders inside your company’s firewall. IAS should be in the
same LAN as the publishing encoder. This provides a more reliable connection to the encoder.

The stream is encoded by your encoder and handed to IAS, which then accelerates transport to the Akamai
entrypoint by using proprietary, optimized transport over UDP.

Before you begin
Before you use Ingest Acceleration, you need to take a few points into consideration.

• The encoder and Ingest Acceleration Source (IAS) should be run on the same computer. The local
host is more reliable than other network computers, and this will streamline IAS.

• If your encoder doesn't allow you to install third-party software, install IAS on a separate computer
that is on the same trusted local network.

• The connection between the encoder and the IAS client is not encrypted or otherwise protected, so
the two programs should be running on the same machine or on the same trusted local network.

• The encoder should have the ability to specify a port number in the POST or PUT method.

• Allocate at least 2GB memory for each encoder URL for Linux and 1GB for Windows.

• When you run IAS on Linux, run it as a screen session that you can detach from to run other
commands.

The connection between the encoder and the IAS client is not encrypted or otherwise protected, so the two
programs should be running on the same machine or on the same trusted local network - the IP address and
port number will be a local host or local network address. You can choose an available IP address and port
number to use. In the IAS UI this IP address and port number is called an encoder listening point. All
streams from an encoder should use the same encoder listening point.

Install the IAS client
The Ingest Acceleration Source (IAS) is installed via a client and it's supported on Windows 7.0 or later
versions and all various Linux versions.

Note: Prior to starting an install, review Before you begin on page 52 to ensure you're
installing IAS on the appropriate machine.
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Linux install

1. Access Akamai Control Center.

2. Select the Control Center account you use to configure Media Services Live. Use the top-right pull-
down in the header to select the account.

3. Select  > Support > Download Center.

4. Under Media Delivery, click Media Services Live.

5. Open the Ingest Acceleration for Linux (v#) section.

6. Click the link for your operating system to download the installer.

7. Once the download finishes, open a terminal session and navigate to the directory that contains the
installer.

8. Issue this command:

$ tar jxf ias-installer.tar.bz2

Windows install
We no longer offer support for a Windows version of IAS.

Run the IAS client
Before you start configuring IAS, you need to get the client running on the system you've installed it on.

Run IAS on Linux
Here's how you start up IAS:

1. If necessary, open a terminal session.

2. Navigate to directory where you extracted the install binary>/components/
common/ias-installer-2.1.

3. Enter this command:

$ sudo dpkg -i Akamai-IAS-Installer-linux_amd64-2.1.0.1609180.deb

The following messages should appear:

Media Services Live Ingest Acceleration starting
Expected URL for web UI: http://127.0.0.1:11939/occ/
If this URL does not work, please run sudo service akamai-ias url in order to 
obtain the correct URL
Installation done!

Run IAS on Windows
We no longer offer support for IAS on Windows.
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Access the IAS user interface
IAS offers a web-based user interface (UI) that you can use to manage your configurations and view status.

Supported browser versions
The UI has been tested to work with these browsers:

• Internet Explorer (version 11.0.9600.18314 and later)

• Firefox (version 46.0.1 and later)

• Chrome (version 51.0.2704.79 m and later)

Access the UI
Open a supported browser on the machine you've installed IAS and go to the following URL:

http://127.0.0.1:11939

From the entity selector on the left edge of the UI, you can select either of these entities:

• Instance configuration ( ). Use this to add and delete "encoder listening points." These are IP
addresses and listening ports on which IAS should listen for encoders to connect with incoming
stream data. You can also review the status of these connections in this table.

• Stream configuration ( ). You can view the ingestion status for all streams that are forwarded from
IAS to the server. (This if for viewing purposes, only.)

Set up encoder listening points
The Instance configuration entity in the UI lets you add, review, and delete IP addresses and ports that you
want IAS to use as encoder listening points.

Add an encoder listening point

1. Select Instance configuration ( ) from the entity selector.

2. Click Add listening IP/port .

3. Enter an open IP address and port number for the IAS machine that the encoder can send streaming
data. If the encoder and IAS are running on the same machine (recommended), this is a local host IP
address and port number.
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4. Click Add listening IP/port.

Note: You can add several encoder listening points. This is necessary when ingesting
more than 100 Mbps on a Linux system. (We no longer offer support for IAS on
Windows.)

The table displays a row for this IP address and port number—an encoder listening point entry. If the IP
address and port number are bound to IAS with no issues,  is shown as the Status.

 

 

Review an encoder listening point
An encoder listening point entry in the table offers several columns of information:

Parameter Description
IP IP address of the listening point.

Port Port number of the listening point.

Status Contains one of the values described in Encoder listening point statuses on page 56

Traffic
status
(kbps)

The current total streaming data coming in from encoders on the IP/port listening point.
The sampling is taken over the last 30 seconds.

Format A list of all stream formats (such as RTMP or HLS) entering the listening point IP
address and port.

Action This contains additional actions you can perform with the entry. See Delete a port, below
for more details.
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Delete an encoder listening point

1. Locate the entry you want to delete in the table. You can use the Text filter or Status filter fields to
limit entries in the table.

2. Click  in the Actions column.

3. If you're sure you want to delete the port, click Yes.

 

 

What's next?
Once you've added your encoder listening points—and they're all in  status—you need to set up the
encoder to send ingest data to IAS.

Encoder listening point statuses
Each entry in the Instance configuration table provides a status. Here, you'll find a detailed description of
each of these statuses.

"Status" column values
These are the various statuses that display in the Status column for an encoder listening point entry.

Status Description
Running IAS has bound the selected IP/port and is ready to receive connections from

encoders. If any encoders are connected, they are listed as sub-rows. If a row
does not have any sub-rows then it means that no encoder has made connections
on the IP address and port.

If this is not expected, then the issue consider these points:

• Check if the IP address/port specified in the encoder is the same as the one
set up in the IAS UI.

• The encoder is trying to use HTTPS to IAS. The encoder might display a
security error in this case. Or, it might not be able to connect to port 443.
You should configure the encoder to use HTTP instead
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Status Description
Unable to bind The IAS client could not bind the configured IP address and port. IAS will try to

bind the port repeatedly at about 10 second intervals, so if the port is suddenly free
the status changes to Running .

This status may appear for short amounts of time with a slash and one of the
temporary statuses appended. This happens just as IAS is trying to bind the port
again, but before that new bind attempt has conclusively succeeded or failed.

Startup not
possible

The IAS is unable to set up any bind points at all. In this case the UI should also
show a notification with more information about what the error is such as: The IAS
client install seems to be broken. Please re-install.

Running with
errors

Same as the Running status, but one or more sub-rows has errors or warnings in

their status cells. When this status is shown there might also be a  button that
opens popup help text with more details about the warning or error. The help
popup from a top row lists all details from sub-rows.

url is ignored This appears only for sub-rows.

The IAS client cannot recognize the URL path format from the encoder as a
certified format, and it ignores the posted data. Check that the URL is typed
correctly into the encoder.

The IAS UI also displays a  button that opens popup help text with more
details. These details are also displayed in the parent row help popup.

rtmp stream is
ignored

This appears only for sub-rows.

The IAS client cannot recognize the RTMP stream name as a certified format, and
ignores the received data. Check that the URL is typed correctly into the encoder.

The IAS UI also displays a  button that opens popup help text with more
details. These details are also displayed in the parent row help popup.

The following are temporary statuses that appear only for a few seconds:

Status Description

Initializing This might be present for a short time right after IAS launches or after adding
a new encoder listening point.

Typically, listening ports complete startup very quickly, and this status should
change to Running within a few seconds. If it persists, this might indicate
that an internal IAS client component is not working correctly.

Go to the installation folder and look for files with the prefix
log_NORMAL_pmias_worker_ .

If such files are constantly generated when the IAS client is running, then it
might indicate that the system handling the listening point IP address and port
is not working correctly. In this case, ensure that you are not ingesting too
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Status Description

much data into the same listening point IP address and port number. If this is
not an issue, contact your Akamai representative with the log files.

Synchronizing with
Akamai NTP servers

The IAS client is attempting to synchronize its clock to Akamai NTP servers.

Each instance of an IP address and port must contact the NTP server for time
synchronization.

This status is expected to last a very short time. If it persists, then there are
DNS or network problems. In that case, check whether a firewall is blocking
UDP (in general or just on port 123); or, check whether there is a DNS
problem contacting [0-10].ias.ntp.akamai.com.

Not bound yet The IAS client is attempting to bind the configured IP address and port. This
should only last a short time.

Performance warnings and error states
The IAS client monitors various performance indicators. The indicators can cause warning and error
statuses.

These indicators come in one of two forms:

• Warning. This is marked by an orange background and icon and a notification message at the top of
the page. This means that everything is still working normally, but you may see a performance error if
you don't take action.

• Error. This is marked by a red background and icon and a notification message at the top of the
page. This means that all receiving and ingesting has stopped and won't restart until either:

– A two minute timeout has passed, or

– You correct the issue and click Retry in the page top notification bar message.

Note: The "two minute timeout" recycles until the issue is resolved. For example, if the
issue resolves itself after the first two minute timeout, receiving and ingesting
continues. If it doesn't, the two minute timeout resets and the process remains in
"Error" status until resolved.

Type Warning
Message

Description

Warning or
Error

Total bit rate
is high

This status appears if the total bit rate for a single ias-worker is higher
than recommended maximal total bit rate of 50 Mb. If the total bit rate
reaches the upper limit of 75 Mb, averaged over a few tens of seconds,
the state changes to red.

Lower one or more bit rates, or split the ingested streams over several
listening IP addresses and ports.
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Type Warning
Message

Description

Warning or
Error

Cpu usage
for ingesting
high

This status appears if the CPU usage for an ingesting IAS thread is
high. IAS is designed to have a low CPU usage. A high CPU load - for
any reason - could lead to bad ingestion. It is expected that this
happens when you ingest data with a very high bit rate or there are too
many segments with sub-second lengths. If the CPU usage is really
high then the state changes to red.

Lower one or more bit rates, or split the ingested streams over several
listening IP addresses and ports.

Warning or
Error

General
memory
usage is
high

This status appears if the total memory usage of IAS is higher than
expected. This happens if the bit rates are too high. If the memory
usage is very high the status changes to Error (red).

Lower one or more bit rates, or split the ingested streams over several
listening IP addresses and ports.

Additional troubleshooting
To help with troubleshooting some of the messages you see at the top of the UI, see Troubleshooting
notification messages on page 65.

Set up the encoder
To use IAS, you need to send all ingested streams from the encoder to the IAS client, instead of directly to
the Akamai servers.

Note: Except for what's discussed here, you set up the encoder the same way you
would if you weren't using IAS.

Before you begin
You need to add at least one encoder listening point for the IAS machine. You need the IP address and port
number you used to set it up. (The IAS machine is listening for incoming connections on this IP address and
port.)

Configure your encoder
Prefix the encoder's ingest URLs with the IP address and port number you set for an encoder listening point
on the machine running the IAS client. Consider these points and requirements:

• Akamai recommends that you choose ports higher than 1024 and exclude transient ports for a
particular OS.

• For best performance, we recommended that you install the IAS client on the same system that's
running the encoder. If you've done this, the IP address and port number will be a local host or local
network address.

• All streams from the same encoder should use the same encoder listening point.

Examples
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Here's an HLS example, if the encoder listening point is 127.0.0.1:1773 (IP address:port):

Normal HLS ingest
URL:

http://p-ep12345.i.akamaientrypoint.net/12345/rest

Accelerated Ingest
URL:

http://127.0.0.1:1773/ p-ep12345.i.akamaientrypoint.net/
12345/rest

Here's an RTMP example, if encoder listening point is 127.0.0.1:1773 (IP address:port):

Normal RTMP ingest
URL:

rtmp://p-ep12345.i.akamaientrypoint.net/EntryPoint/
substreamname@12345

Accelerated Ingest
URL:

rtmp://127.0.0.1:1773/p-ep12345.i.akamaientrypoint.net/
EntryPoint/substreamname@12345

What's next?
With the encoder set up and sending data, you need to Review the streams being sent to IAS on page 60,
and veirfy everything is running smoothly.

Review the streams being sent to IAS
The Stream configuration entity displays a row for each stream that the encoder is sending to IAS, and a
sub-row for each bit rate of the stream.

1. Select Stream configuration ( ) from the entity selector.

2. Verify that the table lists all of your streams and that they all have a Connection status of OK ( ).

Each entry in the table offers several columns of information for parent-level streams, as well as columns for
sub-streams, when applicable.

Parameter Description

Parent-level stream

Encoder IP The IP address of the encoder sending this data to the IAS.

Stream ID Stream ID obtained from the ingest URL

Stream
name / end
point

The Stream ID and the first URL path after Stream ID taken from the ingest URL. This
displays the program or presentation name.

Entrypoint
hostname

The entrypoint hostname obtained from the ingest URL.

Entrypoint
IP

The entrypoint IP address that is obtained by DNS resolution from the entrypoint
hostname.

Protocol Protocol used to send the stream from the IAS to the server. It can have one of the
following values:
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Parameter Description

• TCP

• UDP

Format The stream type: RTMP or HLS

Avg kbps The sum of the current streaming data coming in from the encoders for this stream.This
is the average rate of stream data over the last 30 seconds (expressed in kbps).

Connection
status

Displays a status message and icon.

For a detailed description of these statuses, see Connection status icons and messages
on page 62.

Action This column displays a button if you can perform an action on the stream.

Sub-streams

End point A more precise URL path. This is the full path for playlists. For segments, filenames are
not included.

Declared
bitrate

The defined rate for this bit rate stream. Currently, this is heuristically extracted from the
ingest URL or the master playlist. This might not be available. The following apply:

• For HLS, the declared bit rate is found by assuming that the path for a segment
is identical to a media playlist's path found in the master playlist.

• For RTMP, the declared bit rate is extracted from the RTMP stream name.

• The RTMP stream name's bit rate part is assumed to be in kbps unless it is lower
than 30 in which case it is assumed to be in Mbps, or higher than 30 x 1000, in
which case it is assumed to be in bps.

What if the same stream is ingested from several encoder listening points?
When two or more sub-streams belonging to the same parent-level stream are sent into IAS from different
listening encoder listening points, the system doesn't merge them into the same parent-level stream here.
Instead, it displays them as two separate parent-level streams in this table. Each stream has the same
values for Stream ID, Stream name, Entrypoint hostname, and Entrypoint IP... It just has different sets of
sub-stream rows in this table.

The listening IP address and port number is not shown in this table, but it's taken into account when sorting
the rows.

So, if the stream ID is configured in the Akamai system to be password protected, then the same
Authorization error status appears in all these rows—they all have the configuration button in the action
column. If you add the correct username and password to one of them, it resolves all of them and changes
their status to "OK."
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Connection status icons and messages
You'll see various icons and messages that describe a stream's connection status.

Most of the status messages in the Connection status column appear with a  (temporary),  (alert), or

(OK) icon.

Parent-level stream status

Icon Status Message Description

OK Data is coming in to the IAS server from the encoder and it is sent
to the entrypoint.

Encoder is
connecting

The IAS client is waiting for data from the encoder.

 or 
DNS Failed The IAS client could not lookup the entrypoint hostname. The IAS

gets the hostname entrypoint from the URL that the encoder is
posting to the IAS. Check that the URL in the encoder is correct.

 or 
TLS failed A secure connection between the IAS and the Akamai entrypoint

could not be established. Reasons for this message include:

- This is the expected behavior if, due to a network
misconfiguration or other interference, network communication for
the Akamai servers end up on a machine that is not a genuine
Akamai server.

- IAS needs a new TLS-configuration in order to communicate with
Akamai servers. Normally, IAS will automatically contact an
Akamai back-end service at regular intervals to obtain this when
needed. If the UI displays a page top notification indicating
problems with accessing essential back-end services, contact your
Akamai representative.

If there are no top level notifications, then stopping and starting the
IAS will force it to obtain a new TLS-configuration, which should
resolve the issue.

Auth error This happens in the following cases:

- The stream ID is set up in Luna portal to have username and
password protection. See the section on “Specifying Stream
Authentication” for details on how to resolve this issue.

- The Access Control List configured in Luna portal does not
contain the IAS IP address. Check that you entered the IAS IP
address in the list.

 or 
Rejected by
entrypoint

The server rejected the IAS client for any reason except failed
authentication.

 or 
Entrypoint
unreachable

The IAS client cannot connect to the entrypoint. This might be
because of connectivity issues on your system or because the
server is having issues or not running.
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Icon Status Message Description

Check the firewall setting on the machine running IAS.

Contact your Akamai representative to ensure that there are no
issues with the server.

Connecting to
entrypoint

The IAS client has received data from an encoder and is currently
trying to make a connection to the server. No data from the
encoder has been dropped yet.

Encoder stalled The IAS client has not received data from the encoder in the last
20 seconds, but it is still sending previously received data to the
server.

Entrypoint is
processing

The IAS client is waiting for the initial data accepted from the
server.

Entrypoint is
processing

The IAS client is receiving data from the encoder, but the data is
dropped since the server is not acknowledging that is it receiving it.

One reason for this might be that the stream type configured in
Luna Control Center is not the same as the actual stream type that
the encoder produces. If this is not an issue, contact your Akamai
representative to verify the server connection.

No encoder for
stream id

A username and password has previously been set up for this
stream ID in the IAS UI, but it is currently not used by any encoder.

The Action column also displays a button to delete the unused
username/password.

Sub-stream status

Icon Status Message Description

Under Appears if the Avg kbps in the row is at least 25% lower than the
Variant rate. The top row displays the OK status.

Over Appears if the Avg kbps in the row is at least 25% greater than the
Variant rate. The top row displays the OK status.

Missing Appears if the Avg kbps in the row is zero (0). The top row displays
the OK status.

Are you using Stream Authentication?
If an RTMP stream is set up in your MSL Stream Packaging configuration to use username and password
protection, include these credentials here so IAS can authenticate the stream.

If an encoder is sending this data for a stream into the IAS, the Connection status displays as . To
fix this, perform these steps:

Note: This applies only to RTMP streams.
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1. In the Action column click . The Stream ID Authentication dialog appears.

2. Enter your User name and Password in the dialog box and click OK.

The Connection status should revert to "OK" if you've defined the right values.

Troubleshooting

•
The  is still there. Are you sure you input the correct values? Try the process again.

•
The  is still there, and I'm sure I input the correct values. You'll see this status if the
stream was configured incorrectly when setting up your MSL Stream Packaging configuration. Check
the settings there to ensure they're correct, and perform this process again.

IAS ingest limits
To maintain a stable environment, IAS enforces ingest limits on streaming data coming from your encoders.

There is an upper and a lower ingest limit
These are in place to define warning level and hard stop thresholds.

• The upper IAS ingest limit is 75 Mbps. This is averaged over a 30-second period. If this is
exceeded, IAS displays bitrate is critical in the UI. Streaming stops and reconnects when the bit
rate is lower than 75 Mbps.

• The lower limit is 50 Mbps. This is also averaged over a 30-second period. If this is exceeded, IAS
displays bitrate is high in the UI. Streaming continues unaffected. The warning is to caution you to
check that you have not set up your encoder to exceed this limit.

Some encoders may burst higher bit rates than what is configured for short periods of time and this should
be taken into consideration when configuring the total bit rate per port.
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What if I need to consistently ingest more than 50 Mbps?
The IAS client is capable of handling up to 50 Mbps of incoming data on each IP/port listening point. If an
encoder needs to ingest more than this, add and apply multiple encoder listening points so that each one is
only handling about 50 Mbps. All the chosen IP/ports should then be added in the IAS UI.

Note: The interval between 50 Mb and 75 Mb is there to support short-term variations
in bit rate.

Don't leave IAS running indefinitely with the bitrate is high (50 Mbps) warning. See Performance warnings
and error states on page 58 for more details and recommendations.

Troubleshooting notification messages
Review the information here to help troubleshoot some of the warning and error messages you may see in
the notification bar at the top of the IAS UI.

Note: If more than one message is displayed at the same time, the most severe
message is shown first.

Message C
o
l
o
r

Troubleshooting

The IAS client may be shut down. R
e
d

Re-launch the IAS client.

One or more listening IP/ports are exhibiting the
following performance problem: <performance
status string>

R
e
d

Check the relevant row in the instance table
and take appropriate action. After you
address the performance issue, click Retry.

The IAS client install seems to be broken. Please
re-install.

R
e
d

Reinstall the IAS client. If this message
appears again, contact your Akamai
representative with the log files.

IAS client replied with HTTP response code
<HTTP response code> and message: <HTTP
response message>

R
e
d

Re-launch the IAS client and refresh the UI
web page.

If this message appears again, contact your
Akamai representative with the log files.

It seems that the IAS client has been updated.
Please refresh this page to get the full effects of
the update.

B
lu
e

Refresh the UI web page.

One or more listening IP/ports are exhibiting the
following performance problem(s): <performance
status string>

B
lu
e

Check the relevant row in the instance table
and take appropriate action. After you
address the performance issue, click Retry.
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Message C
o
l
o
r

Troubleshooting

The IAS client is having trouble contacting
essential back-end services. Please check that the
Internet connection is working properly. (error
\[819 or 825]) \[Retry]

B
lu
e

Check your firewall settings. You can also try
to request the back-end service with a
browser.

The IAS client is having trouble reading from or
writing to the to disk. A re-install may be
necessary.

B
lu
e

This might be a form of disk problem or a file
permission problem. Re-install IAS to fix this
issue.

Also, check file permissions of the folder that
the IAS uses to store the configuration files
(located in the ProgramDataDir folder).

The IAS client is having trouble contacting
essential back-end services. Please check that the
Internet connection is working properly. (error
\[819 through to 826]) \[Retry]

B
lu
e

The IAS client could not retrieve essential
files or documents from a back-end server.
This might be because of an issue with the
Internet connection on the machine running
IAS.

A text message and a Retry button appears.
Click this button to retry the operation.

One of the following error codes appear:

• 819 and 820. DNS lookup of
essential IAS back-end service failed.

• 821 and 822. TCP connection to
essential IAS back-end service timed
out.

• 823 and 824 Security error while
contacting essential IAS back-end
service.

• 825 and 826. Unable to reach
essential IAS back-end service.

To troubleshoot these errors:

1. Check the Internet connection of the
machine running IAS.

2. For error codes 823 and 824, after
you ensure that the Internet
connection is working correctly, re-
install the IAS client.
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Message C
o
l
o
r

Troubleshooting

3. If the issue persists, it might be
related to the back-end server.
Contact your Akamai representative
with the error code displayed.

The IAS client is having trouble getting information
from essential back-end services. Contact Akamai
technical support.

B
lu
e

This might indicate a problem with the back-
end server than the IAS client. Unless, the
IAS client is trying to access the wrong
service.

The errors listed to the left indicates what
might be wrong with the back-end service.
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Notice

Akamai secures and delivers digital experiences for the world’s largest companies. Akamai’s Intelligent Edge
Platform surrounds everything, from the enterprise to the cloud, so customers and their businesses can be
fast, smart, and secure. Top brands globally rely on Akamai to help them realize competitive advantage
through agile solutions that extend the power of their multi-cloud architectures. Akamai keeps decisions,
apps, and experiences closer to users than anyone — and attacks and threats far away. Akamai’s portfolio
of edge security, web and mobile performance, enterprise access, and video delivery solutions is supported
by unmatched customer service, analytics, and 24/7/365 monitoring. To learn why the world’s top brands
trust Akamai, visit www.akamai.com, blogs.akamai.com, or @Akamai on Twitter. You can find our global
contact information at www.akamai.com/locations.

Akamai is headquartered in Cambridge, Massachusetts in the United States with operations in more than 57
offices around the world. Our services and renowned customer care are designed to enable businesses to
provide an unparalleled Internet experience for their customers worldwide. Addresses, phone numbers, and
contact information for all locations are listed on www.akamai.com/locations.

© 2021 Akamai Technologies, Inc. All Rights Reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced,
transmitted, transcribed, stored in a retrieval system or translated into any language in any form by any
means without the written permission of Akamai Technologies, Inc. While precaution has been taken in the
preparation of this document, Akamai Technologies, Inc. assumes no responsibility for errors, omissions, or
for damages resulting from the use of the information herein. The information in this document is subject to
change without notice. Without limitation of the foregoing, if this document discusses a product or feature in
beta or limited availability, such information is provided with no representation or guarantee as to the matters
discussed, as such products/features may have bugs or other issues.

Akamai and the Akamai wave logo are registered trademarks or service marks in the United States (Reg.
U.S. Pat. & Tm. Off). Akamai Intelligent Edge Platform is a trademark in the United States. Products or
corporate names may be trademarks or registered trademarks of other companies and are used only for
explanation and to the owner's benefit, without intent to infringe.

Published 9/2021
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